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ABERCROMBIE-THOMAS-WALLIS-STEWART THREADS
THEIR GENEALOGIES
FOR JOHANNA ILANA THOMAS-MAUDE
JOURNAL THREE. PART THREE
CONTINUATION FROM THE ABERCROMBIE JOURNAL (PART ONE)
THOMAS JOURNAL (PART TWO)

SUXSPEACH FAMILY THREADS
AND
MILITARY HISTORY FOR HAROLD AND PENELOPE THOMAS

The proliferation of specialist slide rules in the eighteenth-century inspired schoolmaster
John Suxspeach to create a universal one. This was designed to be used in different
disciplines and types of inquiry and represents an early attempt to enforce universal
standards through instrumentation.

This journal was compiled by. Roger Mold. Email: rangerrodge@gmail.com
Website: www.kaihuvalleyhistory.com
Note: Roger left school just before the age of fifteen. There will be some grammar and spelling mistakes.
All, if any, within the eye of the reader. Critiques will be welcomed.

I AM FROM ALL THOSE WHO HAVE COME BEFORE
AND THOSE STILL TO COME
THEY ARE ME AND I AM THEM
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COLLECTIVE PARISH’S OF
STEPNEY, LONDON, ENGLAND

Within this map, is the Parish
known as Ratcliff. No 31. This
was where the Suxspeach
family mostly hung their
hats…
Parish boundaries traced from "A
map of the Ecclesiastical Divisions
within the County of London, 1903"
published by Edward Stanford of
London, reprinted as a facsimile by
the London Topographical Society.
List from that map is of parishes
within the rural deanery of Stepney in
1903; they were all sub-divisions of
the historic parish of Stepney. They
are in the Archdeaconry of London,
and Diocese of London.
1 St Anthony, Globe Road - Stepney
2 St Peter, St Peter's Road - Stepney
3 St Benet, Mile End Road - Stepney
4 Holy Trinity, Morgan Street, Stepney
5 St Mary, Church Passage, Spitalfields Square
6 St Stephen, Commercial Street - Spitalfields
7 Spitalfields, Christ Church, Commercial Street
8 Mile End New Town, All Saints, Buxton Street
9 St Olave, Hanbury Street - Mile End New Town
10 St Jude, Commercial Street - Whitechapel
11 Whitechapel, St Mary, Whitechapel Road
12 St Augustine, Settle Street, Commercial Road - Stepney
13 St Philip, New Road - Stepney
14 Christ Church, Jamaica Street - Stepney
15 St Thomas, Arbour Square - Stepney
16 Stepney, St Dunstan, High Street
17 St Luke, Burdett Road - Stepney
18 St John the Evangelist, Aston Street - Limehouse
19 St Matthew, Commercial Road - Stepney
20 St Paul, Burdett Road, Bow Common - Stepney
21 St Mark, St Mark Street - Whitechapel
22 St John the Evangelist, Commercial Road - St George in the East
23 Christ Church, Watney Street - St George in the East
24 St Mary, Johnson Street - St George in the East
25 St Paul, Dock Street - Whitechapel
26 St Matthew, Pell Street - St George in the East
27 St George's in the East, Cannon Street
28 St Peter, Old Gravel Lane, London Dock - St George in the East
29 Wapping, St John, Church Street
30 Shadwell, St Paul, High Street
31 Ratcliff, St James, Butcher Row - Limehouse
32 Limehouse, St Anne, Commercial Road
33 St Peter, Garford Street - Limehouse
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Left: St Dunstan and All Saints
Church, Stepney, London
History…
In about AD 952, Dunstan, the Bishop of
London — who is also Lord of the
Manor of Stepney — replaced the existing
wooden structure with a stone church
dedicated to All the Saints. In 1029,
when Dunstan was canonised, the church
was rededicated to St Dunstan and All
Saints, a dedication it has retained. Like
many subsequent Bishops, Dunstan may have lived in the Manor of Stepney.
The church is known as "The Mother Church of the East End" as the parish covered most of what would
become inner East London, before population growth led to the creation of a large number of daughter
parishes. This fission started in the fourteenth century or before. Some of the earliest other churches built in
the parish were Whitechapel and Bow; the former became an independent parish at an early date, while the
latter was long a chapel of ease.
The existing building is the third on the site and was built of Kentish ragstone mainly in the fifteenth century
(although the chancel dates from 200 years earlier). A porch and octagonal parish room were added in 1872
by Arthur Shean Newman and Arthur Billing. The church was restored extensively in 1899 by Cutts and
Cutts, at a cost of £5,600. The vestries and some of the main buildings were destroyed by fire on 12 October
1901, including the organ which had carvings by Grinling Gibbons. The restoration (again by Cutts and
Cutts) cost £7,084, and the church was re-opened in June 1902 by the Bishop of Stepney (at that
time Cosmo Gordon Lang). There was war-time damage, which was restored by Cyril Wontner-Smith. The
church is Grade I listed.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

SUXSPEACH GENEALOGY
A VERY RARE FAMILY INDEED

Notes: Filter Results (823) Total for Suxspeach throughout the world. Includes Births,
Deaths, Marriages… at https://www.familysearch.org/
There were no BDM records for Suxspeach in England before the year 1700.
There were no more official deaths for Suxspeach after 1800…
There were no more official births for Suxspeach after 1850…
It is obvious though, there were Suxspeach families living in London during the years
of 1600 as the following records show from https://www.familysearch.org/
Which one of these males was the father of our Suxspeach family and where did this
family originate from…? Note: Thomas and James were buried 4 days apart…??
Name
Thomas Suxspeach
Principal
England and Wales NonConformist Record Indexes (RG48), 1588-1977

Samuel Suxspeach
Principal
England and Wales NonConformist Record Indexes (RG48), 1588-1977
James Suxspeach
Principal
England and Wales NonConformist Record Indexes (RG48), 1588-1977

Events and Relationships
Burial 26 May 1749
London & Middlesex

Burial 10 July 1746
London & Middlesex

Burial 30 May 1749
London & Middlesex
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Who did these ladies belong to…?
Marriage 28 April 1764
Saint Dunstan and All Saints Church, Stepney, Middlesex, England
Martha Suxspeach
Spouse
England Marriages,
1538–1973

Spouse: William Scott

Marriage 12 May 1782
Saint Dunstan and All Saints Church, Stepney, Middlesex, England
Sally Suxspeach
Spouse
England Marriages,
1538–1973

Spouse: John Wakefield

Was this the Sally who was mentioned in the Will of John Suxspeach who was born
about 1837 further on in this genealogy…?
Both married at…

Marriage Place

Saint Dunstan and All Saints Church, Stepney,
Middlesex, England

Marriage Place
(Original)

Saint Dunstan, Stepney, London, England
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Note: There was three John Suxspeach’s who died about the middle of 1700. One died
just after birth which leaves two possible for our direct line for Johanna ThomasMaude. Which one of the following…?
To create little confusion as possible the compiler has decided to split the available
official records in two by making two possible direct lines of this family for JohannaThomas Maude…the reader can then make more research if they wish or make their
own decision which line suits them best…
Following are deaths for a John Suxspeach during the years of 1700 from
https://www.familysearch.org/ …
Name
John Suxspeach
Principal
England and Wales NonConformist Record Indexes (RG48), 1588-1977

John Suxspeach
Principal
England and Wales NonConformist Record Indexes (RG48), 1588-1977

John Suxspeach
Principal
England, Middlesex Parish
Registers, 1539-1988

Events and Relationships
Burial 5 May 1771
London & Middlesex

Burial 9 December 1781
London & Middlesex

Burial 20 April 1785
Stepney, Middlesex, England
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

SUXSPEACH FAMILY
NUMBER ONE THREAD …

MR SUXSPEACH
Unknown generation one: Mr Suxspeach

GENERATION ONE

was born about: 1670-80
At:
Died about:
At:
Married about:
At:
To:
She was born about:
At:
Died about:
At:
They had the following children…
1/. John Suxspeach about 1700
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

JOHN SUXSPEACH AND ELIZABETH
Unknown generation one: Mr Suxspeach. Generation two: John and Elizabeth

GENERATION TWO FOR JOHANNA

THIS JOHN WAS A SCHOOL MASTER AND AN INVENTOR OF A
MATHEMATICAL SLIDE RULER
John was born about: 1700
At:
Died about: 1771
At: Stepney, London, England
Married about:
At:
To: Elizabeth…?
She was born about:
At: London, England
Died about: Possibly 4 October 1768
At: London, England
They had the following children…
1/. John Suxspeach 1734
2/. William Suxspeach. 1737
Records from: https://www.familysearch.org/
Births of parents…?
Marriage…?
Births of children…

John Suxspeach
Principal
England and Wales NonConformist Record Indexes
(RG4-8), 1588-1977

Birth 8 November 1734
London & Middlesex

Father: John Suxspeach
Mother: Elizabeth Suxspeach
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William Suxspeach
Principal
England Births and
Christenings, 1538-1975

Birth 12 October 1737
Ratcliffe St James, Middlesex, England

Father: John Suxspeach
Mother: Elizth

Deaths of parents…

John Suxspeach
Principal
England and Wales NonConformist Record Indexes (RG48), 1588-1977

Elizabeth Suxspeach
Principal
England and Wales Non-Conformist
Record Indexes (RG4-8), 1588-1977

Burial 5 May 1771
London & Middlesex

Burial 4 October 1768
London & Middlesex
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United Kingdom Archives…
THE WILL OF JOHN SUXSPEACH
The main benefactors of this will was his son William and family. His son John and
family and his sister in-law Mary Ennis/Einnis/Innus. Also named was a ‘Sally’
possibly a granddaughter. Also, a kinsman of his wife, possibly named James of
Doralthdale…?
There is no mention of a son Thomas and his family and or a daughter Sarah…? See
Suxspeach family thread. Number two…
Note: Sarah Suxspeach died in 1752.
An Elizabeth Suxspeach wife of a John died in 1768. This above John in 1871.
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CHILDREN OF JOHN AND ELIZABETH SUXSPEACH
2/. WILLIAM SUXSPEACH AND ELIZABETH
Generation one: Mr Suxspeach. Generation two: John and Elizabeth.
Generation three: William and Elizabeth

GENERATION THREE

William was born about: 12 October 1737
At: Ratcliffe St James, Middlesex, England
Died about:
At:
Married about:
At:
To: Elizabeth
She was born about:
At:
Died about:
At:
They had the following children…
1/. William
Note: There was a grandson mentioned in the will of his grandfather John, called
William, but at this stage there is only one birth record for a William of this generation.
Unfortunately, this William died at birth…
Records from: https://www.familysearch.org/
Birth and death of William possible son of this William and Elizabeth…
Birth 27 March 1769
London & Middlesex
William Suxspeach
Principal
England and Wales Non-Conformist
Record Indexes (RG4-8), 1588-1977

Father: William Suxspeach
Mother: Elizabeth Suxspeach
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William Suxspeach
Principal
England and Wales Non-Conformist
Record Indexes (RG4-8), 1588-1977

Burial 15 September 1769
London & Middlesex

Mother: Elizabeth Suxspeach

Births of children’s parents…

Birth 12 October 1737
Ratcliffe St James, Middlesex, England
William Suxspeach
Principal
England Births and Christenings, 1538-1975

Father: John Suspeach
Mother: Elizth

Marriage…
Births of children…
Birth 27 March 1769
London & Middlesex
William Suxspeach
Principal
England and Wales Non-Conformist
Record Indexes (RG4-8), 1588-1977

Father: William Suxspeach
Mother: Elizabeth Suxspeach

Deaths…
William Suxspeach
Principal

Burial 15 September 1769
London & Middlesex

England and Wales Non-Conformist
Record Indexes (RG4-8), 15881977

Mother: Elizabeth Suxspeach

Archives…
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

1/. JOHN SUXSPEACH AND MARY COOLING
Generation one: Mr Suxspeach. Generation two: John and Elizabeth.
Generation three: John and Mary

GENERATION THREE

John was born about: 8 November 1734
At:
Died about: 1781
At: Middlesex, England
Married about: 20 November 1756
At: Saint Dunstan and All Saints Church,
Stepney, Middlesex, England
To: Mary Cooling
She was born about: Christening16 January 1738
At: Stepney, London, England, United Kingdom
Died about:
At:
They had the following children…
1/. Thos Malland/Mallard 1757

Records from: https://www.familysearch.org/
Births of this child’s parents…

John Suxspeach
Principal
England and Wales NonConformist Record Indexes
(RG4-8), 1588-1977

Mary Cooling
Principal
England Births and
Christenings, 1538-1975

Birth 8 November 1734
London & Middlesex

Father: John Suxspeach
Mother: Elizabeth Suxspeach

Christening16 January 1738
Stepney, London, England, United Kingdom

Father: Thos. Cooling
Mother: Mary
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Marriage…
Marriage 20 November 1756
Saint Dunstan and All Saints Church,
Stepney, Middlesex, England

John Suxspeach
Principal
England Marriages, 1538–1973

Spouse: Mary Cooling

Births of children…
Name

Events and Relationships
Baptism15 September 1757
Saint Dunstan and All Saints Church, Stepney, Middlesex, England

Thos Mallard Suxspeach
Principal
England, Middlesex Parish
Registers, 1539-1988

Thos. Malland Suxspeack
Principal
England Births and
Christenings, 1538-1975

Father: Jno Suxspeach
Mother: Mary

Christening 15 September 1757
Saint Dunstan and All Saints Church, Stepney, Middlesex, England

Father: Jno. Suxspeack
Mother: Mary

Deaths of these children’s parents…

John Suxspeach
Principal
England Deaths and Burials, 15381991

Birth 1734
Death 2 December 1781
Burial 9 December 1781
Middlesex, England, United Kingdom
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CHAPTER NINETEEN

THOMAS LISFORD/LIFFORD SUXSPEACH AND BLANCH
Generation one: Mr Suxspeach. Generation two: John and Elizabeth.
Generation three: John and Mary. Generation four: Thomas Lisford/Lifford and Blanch

GENERATION FOUR

Thomas was christened: 15 September 1757
At: Saint Dunstan and All Saints Church, Stepney, Middlesex, England
Died about:
At:
Married about: 28 May 1779
At:
To: Blanch, Shalleby, Bowden
She was born about:
At:
Died about:
At:
They had the following children…
1/. William Lisford/Lifford Suxspeach

Records from: https://www.familysearch.org/
Births this child’s parents…

Name

Thomas Suxspeach

Sex

Male

Birth Date

21 Feb 1743

Birthplace

Ratcliffe St James, Middlesex, England

Birthplace (Original)

Stepney, Middlesex and Barking, Essex, England
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Father's Name

John Suxspeach

Father's Sex

Male

Mother's Name

Elizth.

Mother's Sex

Female

Marriage…
Marriage 28 May 1779
England, United Kingdom
Thomas Suxspeach, Bachelor
Principal
England, Devon and Cornwall
Marriages, 1660-1912

Spouse: Blanch Shalleby Bowden, Spinster

Births of children…
Birth 3 January 1785
Christening 30 January 1785
Gillingham, Kent, England, United Kingdom
William Lisford Suxspeach
Principal
England Births and Christenings,
1538-1975

Father: Thomas Suxspeach
Mother: Blanch

NOTE: THE SECOND CHRISTIAN NAME OF ‘LISFORD-LIFFORD’ IS A COMMON FACTOR
FOR CHILDREN OF THIS ‘THOMAS’ AND THE FOLLOWING ‘WILLIAM’
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CHAPTER TWENTY

WILLLIAM LISFORD/LIFFORD SUXSPEACH AND
HIS FIRST WIFE FRANCIS
Generation one: Mr Suxspeach. Generation two: John and Elizabeth.
Generation three: John and Mary. Generation four: Thomas Lisford/Lifford and Blanch
Generation five: William and Francis and his second wife Sarah.

GENERATION FIVE

William was born about: 3 January 1785
At:
Christening 30 January 1785
Gillingham, Kent, England, United Kingdom

Died about:
At:
Married about:
At:
To: Francis (First wife)
She was born about:
At:
Died about:
At:
They had the following children…
1/. Frances 1809
2/. Amelia Margaret 1811
3/. Sophia 1813
4/. Thomas 1815
5/. Sidwell? 1818
Records from: https://www.familysearch.org/
Birth of parents of these children

William Lisford Suxspeach
Principal

Birth 3 January 1785
Christening 30 January 1785
Gillingham, Kent, England, United Kingdom

England Births and Christenings,
1538-1975

Father: Thomas Suxspeach
Mother: Blanch
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Births of children…

Baptism 8 January 1809
Middlesex, England, United Kingdom
Frances Suxspeach
Principal
England, Middlesex Parish Registers, 1539-1988

Father: William Suxspeach
Mother: Frances Suxspeach

Birth 13 November 1812
Baptism 27 June 1813
Middlesex, England, United Kingdom
Sophia Suxspeach
Principal
England, Middlesex Parish Registers, 1539-1988

Father: William Suxspeach
Mother: Frances Suxspeach

Baptism 14 May 1815
Middlesex, England, United Kingdom
Thomas Suxspeach
Principal
England, Middlesex Parish Registers, 1539-1988

Amelia Margaret Suxspeach
Principal
England Births and Christenings, 1538-1975

Father: William Suxspeach
Mother: Frances Suxspeach

Birth 13 November 1810
Christening20 October 1811
St Sepulchre Newgate, London, England, United Kingdom

Father: William Suxspeach
Mother: Frances
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William Suxspach
Father
England, Middlesex Parish Registers, 1539-1988

Spouse: Frances Suxspach
Child: Sidwell Suxspach
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CHILDREN OF WILLIAM AND FRANCES
FRANCES

Name

Frances Suxspeach

Sex

Female

Christening Date

8 Jan 1809

Christening Place

St Andrew Holborn Above the Bars with St George the
Martyr, Holborn, London, England, United Kingdom

Name

Sophia Suxspeach

Baptism Date

27 Jun 1813

Baptism Place

Middlesex, England, United Kingdom

Birth Date

13 Nov 1812

Father's Name

William Suxspeach

Father's Sex

Male

Mother's Name

Frances Suxspeach

Mother's Sex

Female
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THOMAS
Name

Thomas Suxspeach

Baptism Date

14 May 1815

Baptism Place

Middlesex, England, United Kingdom

Father's Name

William Suxspeach

Father's Sex

Male

Mother's Name

Frances Suxspeach

Mother's Sex

Female

SIDWELL
Sidwell Suxspach
Daughter
F
Event Type

Baptism

Name

Sidwell Suxspach

Sex

Female

Baptism Date

15 Nov 1818

Baptism Place

St Luke, Westminster, Middlesex, England, United
Kingdom
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Baptism Place (Original)

Saint Luke

Birth Date

13 Dec

Father's Name

William Suxspach

Father's Sex

Male

Mother's Name

Frances Suxspach

Mother's Sex

Female

NOTE: THERE WERE NO MARRIAGES OR OTHER OFFICIAL RECORDS FOUND FOR THE
ABOVE CHILDREN OF WILLIAM AND FRANCIS SUXSPEACH AFTER 1820 BUT THE
FOLLOWING RECORD COULD BE VERY INTERESTING TO FOLLOW UP…

Records from: https://www.familysearch.org/

Mary Agnes Suxspeach
Spouse
India Marriages, 1792-1948

Birth 1830
Marriage 19 December 1850
Madras, India

Father: John Ronnsdon Proolaston
Spouse: Henry Haines
Other: William Haines
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WILLIAM LISFORD/LIFFORD SUXSPEACH AND
HIS SECOND WIFE SARAH WILLIAMS
Generation one: Mr Suxspeach. Generation two: John and Elizabeth.
Generation three: John and Mary. Generation four: Thomas Lisford/Lifford and Blanch
Generation five: William and Francis and his second wife Sarah.

GENERATION FIVE FOR JOHANNA

William was born about: 3 January 1785
At: Christening. 30 January 1785

Gillingham, Kent, England, United Kingdom

Died about:
At:
Married about: 3 May 1828 Second wife…
At: St Pancras Old Church, Saint Pancras,
London, England, United Kingdom
To: Sarah Williams
She was born about: 1798 from 1841 Census
At:
Died about
They had the following children…
1/. Catherine Harriet Suxspeach Christened 1830 At the Old Church,
Saint Pancras, London, England
2/. Emily 1831 from 1841 Census
3/. Sarah Ann Suxspeach Born 28 August 1833
Christened 2 Oct 1842
At the Old Church, Saint Pancras, London, England
4/. William Lifford Suxspeach Born 25 Sept 1835
Christened 2 Oct 1842/.
Note: William would have been about 49 years old
Sarah about 37 years old.
When William Lifford was born…
Yep, that works…
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Records from: https://www.familysearch.org/
Births of parents of the said children…
Birth 3 January 1785
Christening 30 January 1785
Gillingham, Kent, England, United Kingdom
William Lisford Suxspeach
Principal
England Births and Christenings,
1538-1975

Father: Thomas Suxspeach
Mother: Blanch

Marriage for parents…
Marriage 3 May 1828
St Pancras Old Church, Saint Pancras,
London, England, United Kingdom
William Suxspeach
Principal
England Marriages, 1538–1973

Spouse: Sarah Williams

Name

William Suxspeach

Sex

Male

Spouse's Name

Sarah Williams

Spouse's Sex

Female

Marriage Date

3 May 1828

Marriage Place

St Pancras Old Church, Saint Pancras, London, England,
United Kingdom
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Marriage Place (Original)

St Pancras, Euston Road, Saint Pancras, London, England

Births of children
William Suxspeach
Father
England Births and
Christenings, 1538-1975

William Suxspeach
Father
England Births and
Christenings, 1538-1975

William Suxsplach
Father
England Births and
Christenings, 1538-1975

Spouse: Sarah
Child: William Lifford Suxspeach

Spouse: Sarah
Child: Sarah Ann Suxspeach

Spouse: Sarah
Child: Catharine Harriet Suxsplach
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CHILDREN OF WILLIAM LIFFORD SUXSPEACH
AND SARAH WILLIAMS
1/. CATHERINE HARRIET SUXSPEACH
Christened 1830 At the Old Church, Saint Pancras, London, England.
See page 35 for full records…

2/. EMILY SUXSPEACH

Birth1831
Middlesex
Census1841
St Pancras, Middlesex, England, United Kingdom
Emily Suxspeach
Principal
England and Wales
Census, 1841

Other: Willm Suxspeach, Sarah Suxspeach, Cathne Suxspeach,
Sarah Suxspeach, William Suxspeach, Ellen Denning,
Julia Denning,
Mary Denning, Willm Grainger, Sarah Grainger, Willm Wrench,
Frances Wrench, Eleanor Wrench, James Hoskins,
Harriot Hoskins, James Hoskins
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3/. SARAH ANN SUXSPEACH
Born 28 August 1833
Christened 2 Oct 1842
At the Old Church, Saint Pancras, London, England
Records from: https://www.familysearch.org/

Sarah Ann Suxspeach
Principal
England Births and
Christenings, 1538-1975

Birth 28 August 1833
Christening 2 October 1842
St Pancras Old Church, Saint Pancras, London, England, United Kingdom

Father: William Suxspeach
Mother: Sarah
NO OTHER OFFICIAL RECORDS
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4/. WILLIAM LIFFORD SUXSPEACH
Born 25 Sept 1835
Christened 2 Oct 1842

William Lifford Suxspeach
Principal
England Births and
Christenings, 1538-1975

Birth 25 September 1835
Christening2 October 1842
St Pancras Old Church, Saint Pancras, London,
England, United Kingdom

Father: William Suxspeach
Mother: Sarah

NO OTHER OFFICIAL RECORDS
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CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

1/. CATHERINE HARRIET SUXSPEACH
Generation one: Mr Suxspeach. Generation two: John and Elizabeth.
Generation three: John and Mary. Generation four: Thomas Lisford/Lifford and Blanch
Generation five: William and Francis and his second wife Sarah.
Generation six: Catherine Harriet Suxspeach and Charles Thomas.
Generation seven: Henry Thomas. Generation eight: Harold Thomas:
Generation nine: Kenneth Thomas. Generation ten: Valerie Thomas.
Generation eleven: Johanna Thomas-Maude.

GENERATION SIX FOR JOHANNA

Catherine was born about:
Event Type:
Event Date:
Event Place:

Event Place (Original):
Sex:
Birth Date:

Christening
5 Sep 1830
St Pancras Old Church, Saint
Pancras, London, England, United
Kingdom
St Pancras, Euston Road, Saint
Pancras, London, England
Female
28 Jan 1829

Died about:
At:
Married about: 13 January 1856
At: Stockwell, Surrey, England, United Kingdom
To: Charles Thomas
SEE ABERCROMBIE-THOMAS-WALLIS- STEWART
GENEALOGIES
PART TWO JOURNAL TWO FOR THOMAS GENEALOGY
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Records from: https://www.familysearch.org/

William Suxsplach
mentioned in the record of Catharine Harriet Suxsplach
Name:
William Suxsplach
Sex:
Male
Wife:
Sarah
Daughter:
Catharine Harriet Suxsplach
Other information in the record of Catharine Harriet Suxsplach
from England Births and Christenings, 1538-1975
Name:
Event Type:
Event Date:
Event Place:

Event Place (Original):
Sex:
Birth Date:
Father's Name:
Mother's Name:

Catharine Harriet Suxsplach
Christening
5 Sep 1830
St Pancras Old Church, Saint
Pancras, London, England, United
Kingdom
St Pancras, Euston Road, Saint
Pancras, London, England
Female
28 Jan 1829
William Suxsplach
Sarah
Marriage13 January 1856
Stockwell, Surrey, England, United Kingdom

Catherine Suxspeach
Spouse
England, Surrey Parish
Registers, 1536-1992

Father: William Suxspeach
Spouse: Charles Thomas
Other: Charles Thomas
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Note: This could be our Catherine as a servant in the following 1851 census…
Event Type

Census

Name

Catherine Suxspeack

Sex

Female

Age

22

Event Date

1851

Event Place

St Giles Camberwell, Surrey, England

Registration District

Camberwell

Birth Year (Estimated)

1829

Birthplace

Hampstead, Middlesex

Marital Status

Unmarried

Occupation

Genl Serv

Relationship to Head of
Household

Servant

Page Number

26

Piece/Folio

1580 / 227
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Registration Number

HO107

Other People on This Record
OPEN ALL
Joseph Winney Gull
Event Type

Census

Name

Joseph Winney Gull

Sex

Male

Age

37

Event Date

1851

Event Place

St Giles Camberwell, Surrey, England

Registration District

Camberwell

Birth Year (Estimated)

1814

Birthplace

Bermondsey, Surrey

Marital Status

Married

Occupation

Ship & Insurance Broker

Relationship to Head of
Household

Head
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Page Number

26

Piece/Folio

1580 / 227

Registration Number

HO107

Catherine Rodham Gull
Joseph Edwd Gull
William Henry Gull
Ruth Wood

1841 CENSUS FOR WILLIAM AND SARAH SUXSPEACH
WAS THE SUXSPEACH FAMILY LIVING IN A POOR/WORKHOUSE WITH SEVERAL
OTHERS? NO RECORDS FOUND TO CONFIRM SO UNSURE WHY SO MANY PEOPLE WERE
LIVING AT THE SAME ADDRESS IN THIS CENSUS.

Records from: https://www.familysearch.org/
Birth 1786
Census1841
St Pancras, Middlesex, England, United Kingdom
Willm Suxspeach
Principal
England and Wales
Census, 1841

Sarah Suxspeach
Principal
England and Wales
Census, 1841

Other: Sarah Suxspeach, Cathne Suxspeach, Emily Suxspeach,
Sarah Suxspeach, William Suxspeach, Ellen Denning, Julia Denning,
Mary Denning, Willm Grainger, Sarah Grainger, Willm Wrench,
Frances Wrench, Eleanor Wrench, James Hoskins, Harriot Hoskins,
James Hoskins

Birth1798
Census1841
St Pancras, Middlesex, England, United Kingdom

Other Willm Suxspeach, Cathne Suxspeach, Emily Suxspeach Sarah Suxspeach,
William Suxspeach, Ellen Denning, Julia Denning, Mary Denning,
Willm Grainger, Sarah Grainger, Willm Wrench, Frances Wrench,
Eleanor Wrench, James Hoskins, Harriot Hoskins, James Hoskins
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Event Type

1841 Census

Name

Willm Suxspeach

Sex

Male

Age

55

Event Date

1841

Event Place

St Pancras, Middlesex, England, United
Kingdom

Event Place (Original)

St Pancras, Middlesex, England

Birth Year (Estimated)

1786

Household Identifier

154785925

Book Number

2

Line Number

6

Page Number

33

Piece/Folio

684/19

Registration Number

HO107

Other People on This Record
OPEN ALL
Sarah Suxspeach
F
43
Cathne Suxspeach
F
12
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Middlesex
Emily Suxspeach
F
10
Middlesex
Sarah Suxspeach
F
8
Middlesex
William Suxspeach
M
5
Middlesex
Ellen Denning
F
70
Ireland
Julia Denning
F
22
Middlesex
Mary Denning
F
20
Middlesex
Willm Grainger
M
20
Sarah Grainger
F
25
Willm Wrench
M
55
Frances Wrench
F
55
Eleanor Wrench
F
25
Middlesex
James Hoskins
M
40
Harriot Hoskins
F
42
James Hoskins
M
16
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CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

FAMILY LINE
NUMBER TWO

MR SUXSPEACH
Generation one: Mr Suxspeach

GENERATION ONE

was born about: 1670-80
At:
Died about:
At:
Married about:
At:
To:
She was born about:
At:
Died about:
At:
They had the following children…
1/. John Suxspeach about 1700
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WAS THIS ANOTHER JOHN SUXSPEACH AND ELIZABETH OR DID OUR JOHN MARRY
AGAIN TO ANOTHER ELIZABETH…? OR WERE THESE FOLLOWING CHILDREN OF OUR
JOHN AN AFTER THOUGHT?
Generation one: Mr Suxspeach. Generation two: John and Elizabeth

GENERATION TWO

John was born about: 1700
At:
Died about: 1781
At: Middlesex, England
Married about:
At:
To: Elizabeth…?
She was born about:
At: London, England
Died about: Possibly, 4 October 1768
At: London, England
They had the following children…
1/. Thomas 1743
2/. Sarah 1749

Records from: https://www.familysearch.org/

John Suxspeach
Principal
England Deaths and Burials, 15381991

Birth 1734
Death 2 December 1781
Burial 9 December 1781
Middlesex, England, United Kingdom
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CHILDREN OF THIS
JOHN SUXSPEACH AND ELIZABETH
2/. SARAH SUXSPEACH
Sarah was born about: 24 November 1749
At: Ratcliffe. Middlesex, England
Died about: 12 November 1752
At: London, England
Records from: https://www.familysearch.org/
Births
Name

Sarah Suszpeach

Birth Date

24 Nov 1749

Birthplace

Ratcliffe, Middlesex & Barking, Essex

Father's Name

John Suxspeach

Mother's Name

Elizabeth Suxspeach

Deaths…
Sarah Suxspeach
Principal
England and Wales NonConformist Record Indexes (RG48), 1588-1977

Burial 12 November 1752
London & Middlesex
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CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE

ST. DUNSTAN AND ALL SAINTS, STEPNEY
From…alondoninheritance.com
For this week’s post, I am returning to my project to track down all the sites listed as at risk,
in the 1973 Architects’ Journal issue on East London. You can find my first post explaining
the thoughts behind the 1973 publication and the changes that were taking place across East
London
I had a day off work on a freezing cold day in February and tracked down the locations in
Bethnal Green and Stepney. When I started working on a post, it was looking like a very long
post, and the last week has been a very busy work week, so I will cover the full walk in a
future post, and today explore the church of St. Dunstan and All Saints, Stepney.
The following is an extract from the 1973 Architects’ Journal map covering Bethnal Green
and Stepney. The church is number 46, in the lower right corner of the map and is listed as
“Medieval church of St. Dunstan’s – original parish church of Stepney”.
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To find the church, I had walked along Mile End Road, then walked through Stepney Green
(number 47 in the above map) and along to Stepney High Street where St. Dunstan and All
Saints can be found within a large graveyard, although today there are not that many graves
to be seen.

The church of St. Dunstan And All Saints is a very old church. A church was rebuilt on the
site (implying there was an earlier church here) in the 10th century and later dedicated to St.
Dunstan, the 10th century Bishop of London. Until the chapel that gave Whitechapel its
name was built in the 13th century, it was the only church that served the whole of the parish
of Stepney.
I have read a number of different interpretations of how and when the church received its
dedication, they are generally slightly different, however one common theme seems to be as
follows. The dedication to St. Dunstan was possibly made by the end of the 13th century and
the full dedication to St. Dunstan and All Saints was made in 1952, apparently in recognition
that the original dedication may have been to All Saints prior to St. Dunstan.
The church was rebuilt in the 15th century, and as with many other churches, was subject to
changes in the Victorian period which included re-facing the exterior walls of the church.
Above the main entrance door are two carvings which both represent connections with the
church.
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On the right is a carving of the devil and some tongs. This refers to a story about St. Dunstan
pulling the nose of the devil with some red-hot tongs. This was one of the noses illustrated by
George Cruikshank in 1834 in his Chapter on Noses. The illustration of St. Dunstan and the
devil is at lower right:
The carving on the left is of a ship and refers to the long association of the church with the
sea and sailors. An information panel at the entrance to the church refers to the church
being the mother church of the East End, and also being known as the Church of the High
Seas. Many of the prints showing the church over the centuries show a very large flag, the
red ensign, flying from the top of the tower (the flag flown by British passenger and
merchant ships) and the church allowed the registration of those born at sea into the parish
of Stepney.
The location of the church is interesting. In the following map from 1720, the church is
shown in the middle of the map, surrounded by open fields.
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Mile End is to the north and to the south are the first streets that make up Limehouse and
Shadwell. I have read some sources that claim the church initially start as a small chapel on
a track between the Bishops Hall (just to the north of Mile End) and the river, however I can
find no firm evidence to back this up. The origin of the large graveyard can be seen in the
area surrounding the church and bounded by streets.
Early street and place names are always fascinating. Look to the right of the church and you
will find “Rogues Well” and a Rogues Well Lane”. It would be interesting to know the
origins of these names
In 1746 John Rocque was still showing the area as rural. The church is to the left,
unfortunately on the edge of a page so I could not cover the same area as the 1720 map.
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In the 26 years between the two maps, Rogues Well has changed name to Rhodes Well,
although I wonder if the name had really changed and in making one of the maps, the name
was heard or recorded incorrectly – I have always wondered how mapmakers identified the
names of places and streets outside of the central City. There would not have been any street
signs and names must have been written down based on recording the names given by the
local population.
In Rocque’s map there is also what looks like a small stream leading off from the field at the
end of Rhodes Well and heading to the right. Possibly one of the many small springs, wells
and streams that disappeared underneath the dense streets and buildings that would soon
follow.
In the 100 years after Roque’s map, the fields surrounding the church of St, Dunstan would
disappear, however the church has kept its large graveyard which we can see covering the
same area as shown in the two 18th century maps.
Burials ended in the main graveyard in 1854 and a small extension was used for a further
two years. The graveyard became a public garden in 1886 after the majority of the
gravestones had been cleared.
An article in the Tower Hamlets Independent and East London Advertiser on the 19th
October 1901 gives an indication of the number of burials there must have been in the
graveyard as in 1625, 2,978 people died of plague, with a further 6,583 in 1665 within the
parish of Stepney. A good many would presumably have been buried within the graveyard as
well as the thousands of Stepney residents over the centuries.
The interior of the church is magnificent and surprisingly bright given that it was such a dull
day outside.
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There was a major fire at the church in October 1901. The same newspaper article
mentioned above started with the headlines “A Stepney Disaster – Parish Church Burnt
Down – immense Damage”, however in a letter on the same page, the Rector of St.
Dunstan’s tried to correct some of the stories about the damage, whilst also appealing for
funds:
The Rector’s appeal –
“So many are interested in this ancient church, that i am sure you will allow me to state
exactly what happened. the church is not burnt down; the energy of commander wells and
the efforts of our excellent fire brigade have saved us from that, though the fire, the origin
of which is unknown, had obtained a strong hold before it was discovered. Our loss briefly
is that the roof of the chancel and nave, the organ and vestries and chapter house and
their contents.
Of this our beautiful fifteenth century roof, and seventeenth century organ front and the
old prints in the vestry are irreplaceable, but the plates and requisites are intact, while the
tower and the whole of the interior, i.e., walls with monuments, seats etc, are practically
unhurt. I see it said that we are insured for £11,000, and that this will cover all the
damage.
The first statement is true; I wish the second were, for while £11,000 would more than
cover all damage, much of that sum is unavailable, e.g., insurance on the tower, seats,
plate etc, and I am already learning that there are many expenses which insurance cannot
cover.
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A considerable sum, possibly some £2,000 will be required over and above the insurance.
such a demand comes at a terribly awkward time.
less than two years ago £5,000 was spent on the church and only a month ago we
commenced the completion of our second church, St. Faith’s for which £1,800 is still
required.
The ordinary expenses of such a parish as this, with its population of 24,000 in the heart
of the East End, always taxes our resources to the very utmost.
I can, therefore, confidently appeal to the generosity of the public not to allow this fresh
and unexpected burden to weigh down those who already have their hands full, and their
pockets empty.
Iam, sir, yours faithfully, Arthur Dalton, rector of Stepney.”
Luckily the funds were raised, and the church restored:
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St. Dunstan’s survived the blitz, although there was serious damage to the surrounding area,
given the proximity of the church to the river and docks.
Housing was urgently needed and towards the end of the war several prefab homes were
built on some of the bombed land surrounding the church.
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Prints from the 18th century show the size of the church, that it appears to have had a
lantern at the top of the tower, and a large flag.
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Image credit: London Metropolitan Archives, City of London: catalogue ref: 23832
And in this invitation to a service in 1746, the flag looks to have grown:
Image credit: London Metropolitan Archives, City of London: catalogue ref: 19444
The invitation is to a service at the church to meet the Stewards of the Stepney Feast, and
after the service to accompany them to the Feast Room near the church.
The Stepney Feast appears to have been a society, comprised of members from the maritime
trades who collected money to “APPRENTICE OUT ORPHANS, AND THE CHILDREN OF THE
POOR, TO MARINE TRADES”.

Note: The limitation on servants at the very bottom of the invitation – charity would
only extend so far.
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The connection between the church and the sea can be seen in the above photo from
1924. Preparations are being made for Harvest Festival and this included the hanging
of fishing nets in the church.
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Image credit: London Metropolitan Archives, City of London: catalogue ref: 302170
Inside the church today are a range of memorials, including these that follow from the 17th
century…
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The first memorial above is to a Mariner and the trade given in the following memorial is
Rope Maker. If you return to the 1720 map, you will see to the left of the church “Rope
Grounds”. These would have been lengths of land needed to stretch out ropes during their
manufacturer.
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In the 1746 map, there is a track shown across the graveyard to the south east corner. This
track is still in place today to provide the southern exit from the church. Trees form the
boundary to the track; it must look magnificent when they are in full leave on a sunny day.
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There is so much to find when walking these streets and on exiting the graveyard to the
south, I found these rather lovely houses immediately opposite.
They are an example of the many houses built by the Worshipful Company of Mercers. The
plaque at the top records the original build date of 1691 and the lower plaque records that
they were rebuilt in 1856.
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As I was standing in front of the houses taking the above photos, one of the residents left his
house to walk to the road. He turned to talk to me, I was worried he was about to complain
about me standing in front of his house, taking photos. Instead, he smiled and said “lovely
houses aren’t they” before hurrying on.
I can only agree, but I wonder if he realised that these were some of the first houses to be
built around the church and that this little row of houses (before the 1856 rebuild) would be
shown on the 1720 map:
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I will complete my Stepney walk, tracking down the sites listed in the 1973 Architects’
Journal, in a later post – but for now I am pleased to have explored one of East London’s
oldest churches.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR

NOTES FOR JOHN2ND AND ELIZABETH SUXSPEACH
42 BOOK REVIEW EDITORS: VERA BANGS LONDON S SAILOR TOWN A SOCIAL HISTORY
OF SHADWELL AND RATCLIFF BY DEREK MORRIS AND KEN COZENS. PUBLISHED BY
EAST LONDON HISTORY SOCIETY, 42 CAMPBELL ROAD, BOW, LONDON E3 4DT. PRICE
(ISBN).

Shadwell and Ratcliff are only a small part of Stepney, but boy do they pack a punch in our
East London history. The business was ships and, as well as trade, there was discovering,
communicating, exploring and defence; the 14-gun Seahorse was built at EAMES yard
Ratcliff/Limehouse in 1709, I looked up my College and was astonished that the navy has
had eleven ships of that name through the years. Having once done an article about a
London whaler, I was interested to note that London had more whaling ships than Hull and
Whitby put together although the former concentrated on the North Atlantic and London on
the Southern Ocean. Every aspect of Thameside trades is covered, not just merchants and
captains many of whom are named, but there is much regarding ropemakers (e.g., John
Shakespeare), sail makers (Joseph Bird), mast makers and shipwrights.
Another inventor caught my eye, he was Captain Joseph Huddart, FRS, he did brilliant work
on rope and discovered that strands of rope needed equal distribution, he then became a
manufacturer, there are streets named after him. On the subject of names what about this
one; collier Captain Ralph Galilee a well-known name in Whitby, Yorkshire. Apparently
more than a dozen different languages could be heard in 18c Shadwell and with regard to
literacy a survey revealed that of the 480 individuals who married at St. Paul s, Shadwell
(April 1754 February 1758) 71% were able to sign their names! Actually, it should be
mentioned that one Jane Randolph was baptised at the latter church in February 1720 and
her son Thomas Jefferson became the 3rd President of the United States, their house in
Virginia was called Shadwell. Another local lad was 40 Cockney Ancestor
The book has a fascinating piece about John Suxspeach a local Quaker schoolteacher
who invented extremely important navigational aids, I have to say what a super unusual
surname, and do wonder if there are any others of that name left in the English-speaking
world?
John Suxspeach, a schoolmaster in a suburb of London, obtained the UK patent No. 676 for
his Catholic Organon in 1753. As put by the author of an article in the magazine of the
Macleay museum21: The name of this strange device suggests something to accompany
liturgy in a church. Its function, however, was very different. Its full name was the "Catholic
Organon or Universal Sliding Foot Rule". It was in fact a slide rule, the first such to be
patented. 50 Journal of the Oughtred Society The octagonal centre slide of this strange
instrument (see Figure 20) was fitted with a telescope and also comprised of two thin slides,
each slide containing a brass tongue that formed a quadrant: which would be of great use in
the practice of arithmetick, geometry, mensuration, gauging, trigonometry, navigation,
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dialling, astronomy, and all the branches of the mathematicks, being an instrument never
discovered or made use of by any other person or persons whatsoever, and would be of great
service to many of His Majestie’s subjects who were desirous of being improved,
constructed, or assisted in the above studies. According to the author of the article in the
magazine of the Macleay museum, the Catholic Organon: was first produced towards the
end of 1752, before the patent was granted, and was still being produced in 1755, but
production tailed off after the first year and possibly no more than twenty were produced
altogether.

A UNIVERSAL SLIDE RULE? JOHN SUXSPEACH'S 'CATHOLIC
ORGANON'

The proliferation of specialist slide rules in the eighteenth-century inspired schoolmaster John
Suxspeach to create a universal one. This was designed to be used in different disciplines and types of
inquiry and represents an early attempt to enforce universal standards through instrumentation.

Bringing order to the sciences?
As with many mathematical instruments, John Suxspeach's 'Catholic-Organon, or Universal
Sliding Foot-Rule' (above) originated as a personal device. Working as a schoolmaster in
Stepney, London, he was implored to make the device available to the public, securing the
first Royal Patent for a slide rule in 1753.
The device itself was complex. It had a number of scales and carried two sliders, each with
brass inserts, which allowed it to be used as a protractor or level. The hollow slider between
the two main pieces was probably meant to hold some kind of telescope.
Suxspeach's rule was manufactured by Benjamin Parker and came with an extensive manual.
Evidence suggests, however, that it was unsuccessful. Because it was not particularly suited
to one purpose, uneducated professionals were not interested in mastering its use.
Application-specific rules had scales that were more legible, and their purposes were more
readily understood.
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Standardising the slide rule

It was not until the 19th century that a true 'standard' slide rule was produced. Victor Mayer
Amédée Mannheim was a student at the École d'Application in Metz, France in 1859, when
he came up with his idea for a standardized slide rule for arithmetic calculations. His design
was ten inches long and had only four scales, along with a cursor that allowed the user to
clearly align numbers.
By the 20th century, precision manufacturing equipment greatly improved the accuracy and
consistency of rules produced to this design. Such rules came into wide use as modern
engineering and other physical sciences became further established as professions. Whether
the increased standardisation of measurement caused or was caused by this broader
economic shift is still an open question.
Mikey McGovern
Mikey McGovern, 'A 'universal' slide rule? John Suxspeach's 'Catholic organon'', EXPLORE WHIPPLE
COLLECTIONS, Whipple Museum of the History of Science, University of Cambridge.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE

WORLD WAR ONE HISTORY FOR HAROLD AND PENELOPE
THOMAS…1914-1918

ABOVE: HAROLD AND PENELOPE NEE WALLIS
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PENELOPE THOMAS NEE WALLIS

Above: Penelope Wallis in her nurse’s gown
Harold Gershom Thomas and Penelope (Maggie) Wallis were married before he went to war.
Penelope did V. A. D. nursing in Wellington during the flu epidemic in 1918. Arthur
Powell's wife spent some time with Maggie in Carterton (near Masterton) while their
husbands were overseas. The Powell’s had one son who was 18 months old when Arthur left
for overseas.
SEE JOURNAL FOUR. PART FOUR. FOR THE GENEALOGY OF PENELOPE THOMAS NEE
WALLIS. THE ‘WALLIS’ FAMILY.
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V.A.D. IN NEW ZEALAND

For those who could not afford to go to Britain, or did not have the inclination, there was
plenty to be done in New Zealand. Despite the outflow of men, women’s participation in the
paid workforce did not change dramatically during the war according to the census. Indeed,
it was in the decade before the war that significant expansion of employment opportunities
for women occurred. The number of women recorded as engaged in paid employment in the
1911 census was double that recorded in 1891. In addition, the percentage of working
women engaged in the "domestic" sector had declined from 46 percent to 38 percent in the
same period. During the war years employment in the domestic sector continued to decline,
while the "professional" sector grew to employ nearly one-in-five working women by 1921.
The census is at best a partial picture, however, and when supplemented by memoirs, oral
histories, and newspapers, it is clear, that work did change character for many women during
the war. Women’s established role in textile production and in the preserving sheds of fruit
and meat processing factories became redirected to war production by early 1915. By mid1915 for example, all ten of New Zealand’s woollen mills were producing exclusively for the
military: indeed, by the end of the war newspapers were reporting a nationwide shortage of
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woollen goods on the civilian market. The inroads female teachers had made into primary
school education in the pre-war years were extended slightly into secondary teaching (much
to the horror of parents and governors of boys’ schools) as masters joined up. Women’s role
in agriculture, always under-represented in the census, expanded as womenfolk and children
took on more work, often unpaid. Jessie Wallace worked on her brother-in-law’s orchard
during the war. She recalled,
“There was more necessity for me to help my brother-in-law outside than inside. Not that I
didn’t help inside too! After working outside I had to come home and help with getting
dinner. I put in long days, but that didn’t hurt me”.
Not all women could recall their wartime work with such sanguinity. Katarina Te Tau (18991998), an academically gifted fifteen-year-old when war broke out, was forced to
leave school. She recalled with some bitterness that the war resulted in her
having a hard-working life, because...my eldest brother...enlisted into the war and my dad
was growing wheat by the acre, acres, and acres of it...so I gave up school. I was the eldest
one you see so I had to give up school and help dad.
Heavy industry remained fiercely protected by unions however, and without a munitions
industry, there were no openings for women in skilled industrial occupations in New
Zealand. The arbitration court ruled in 1916 that women performing work in skilled trades
such as butchering and baking must receive equal pay and conditions to men, cementing the
lockout of women from the point of view of both employers and unions. Instead, women
filled the burgeoning vacancies in clerical work in banks, small businesses and, finally, the
public service. The New Zealand public service had been a male-dominated workforce with
fewer than sixty female employees in a service of almost 5,000 in 1908. By 1916, the Public
Service Commissioner was forced to relax regulations excluding women, and by war’s end
the majority of the 3,000 new temporary positions had been filled by women.
Despite the rhetoric of a unified society working tirelessly for their soldier-boys, the war
took its toll. For working-class women, rapidly rising inflation made life increasingly
difficult by 1916. In the traditional industry of textile production, female workers were
pushed to their limits by insatiable military demand for blankets and fabric. In March 1916,
women at the Wellington Woollen Mills began a strike after negotiations failed to secure an
end-of-year bonus from the profitable company. The workers claimed they were "working 60
hours a week for soldiers" but were no longer earning a "living wage". The strike, because of
the unusual number of women involved, tapped into many social anxieties, including the
spectre of prostitution. One newspaper asked whether women’s earnings were "conducive to
keeping them in good health and keeping them straight." The women’s patriotism was also
called into question, but their defenders maintained the strikers "were the same girls who at
the time of the [fundraising] carnival had given the whole of their time and money...and now
they are called unpatriotic!" The women ultimately won a 10 percent wage rise, but their
union was simultaneously fined £50 for participation in an illegal strike.
Patriotic organisations received thousands of applications for financial assistance from
soldiers’ relatives, especially as the cost of living rose substantially by 1917. "Lady visitors"
for one committee reported even respectable families in financial difficulties, praising
mothers for nonetheless keeping houses and children clean despite privation. Women took in
boarders, washing and ironing, others’ children, as well as relying on contributions from
older daughters and sons in order to make ends meet. Women’s political organisations used
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such evidence of privation caused by the absence of male breadwinners to agitate for a
"mothers’ pension" along the lines of the American model, or some form of child support.
Their persistence into the post-war period resulted in the Family Allowance legislation being
introduced in 1926. The war had not transformed women’s work in New Zealand but had
made clear the pitfalls of a social model based on male "breadwinners".
THE NURSES’ BELL

The Nurses’ bell
Height: 711 mm
Width: 889 mm
Weight: 417 kg
Note: A#
Bell Inscription

(N.Z. ARMY NURSING SERVICE SYMBOL)
THE NURSES BELL
DEDICATED TO THE NEW ZEALAND NURSES AND V.A.D.’S WHO MADE THE SUPREME
SACRIFICE IN THE GREAT WAR, 1914–18.
BY THE NEW ZEALAND NURSES.

The 'nurses'’ bell, bearing the symbol of the New Zealand Army Nursing Service (NZANS),
is dedicated to the memory of New Zealand nurses and members of the Voluntary Aid
Detachment (VAD) who lost their lives in the First World War.
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NEW ZEALAND ARMY NURSING SERVICE

New Zealand did not have an official army nursing service when war broke out in August
1914. The government initially refused to send any nurses overseas, believing that sufficient
nurses would be available in England, but it soon changed its mind. In January 1915 the New
Zealand Army Nursing Service (NZANS) was formed. Its nurses served in Egypt, on the
Western Front, in England and on hospital ships, working long hours and enduring many of
the same dangers and discomforts as the men. Over the course of the war around 550 nurses
served with the NZANS, while another 100 or so New Zealand women nursed with British
and French organisations.
Many VADs also served in the war, although they were not part of New Zealand’s official
military structure. New Zealand had no VAD scheme of its own during the war, so the
majority of those who worked as VADs in New Zealand military hospitals were New
Zealanders already living overseas or those who had travelled to offer their services. Their
duties included scrubbing floors, cleaning medical instruments, dressing wounds and
comforting patients.
REMEMBERING THOSE WHO DIED

Sixteen nurses died during the war, including ten who drowned when the transport
ship ‘MARQUETTE’ was torpedoed in the Aegean Sea in October 1915. The others died
due to sickness or accidents; one was killed during an air raid in Flanders. At least three New
Zealand VADs are also known to have died.
In 1926 nurses from around the country contributed £130 to purchase one of the bells in
memory of their fallen sisters. Nurses from Wellington Hospital gave £35. Jessie Bicknell,
the director of nursing for the Department of Health and matron-in-chief of the New Zealand
Army Nursing Service, was the driving force behind the purchase of a bell. Assisted by a
committee, Bicknell helped to organise the fundraising effort.
In the years that followed, the bell was sounded during carillon recitals held on special
occasions, such as the anniversary of the sinking of the ‘MARQUETTE’, and for gatherings
of nurses to remember their fallen comrades.
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INFLUENZA IN NEW ZEALAND DURING WW1
DOMINION, VOLUME 12, ISSUE 52, 26 NOVEMBER 1918, PAGE 6
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CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX

AN EXCLUSIVE BRETHREN ON THE FRONT LINE IN FRANCE
DURING WORLD WAR ONE 1918
HAROLD GERSHOM THOMAS
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Family information…
Harold Gershom Thomas was working for Mr Walter prestige on his dairy farm at Te Ngutu
near Kapuni (west of Hawera) in New Zealand when he was conscripted into the army on 20
July 1917, at the age of just 20.
He did his training in the Featherstone camp, the Awapuni camp and then the Trentham
camp near Wellington.
Notes by compiler…
At the Awapuni depot, the preparation of the men for their specialist work in the medical
corps was accompanied by a thorough grounding in the elements of infantry training and
general discipline in accordance with the scheme outlined by lieut.-col. Tate, of the
headquarters' instructional staff. the value of this general training, which was carried out to
an extent hitherto unusual with medical personnel, was afterwards demonstrated in the
unbroken morale and consistent efficiency of the unit throughout its service in the field.
the medical training consisted of lectures, illustrated by lantern-work, together with practical
demonstrations by the medical officers. Finally, the unit was so thoroughly trained in the
organization and routine of dressing stations that it was possible to select the most suitable
personnel for the various departments and accustom them to their special duties before the
departure of the unit from New Zealand. the original section which was organized at
Awapuni for main dressing station work continued to act almost without change throughout
the period of the division's activities in France. the ambulance had the inestimable benefit of
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the services of major a. a. martin, who trained the men at the Palmerston public hospital, and
of matron Kilgour, of the old men's home at Awapuni, under whose careful tuition they
became remarkably efficient in ward duties and nursing. it was determined to secure for the
unit as many musicians as possible, with the object not only of providing for the welfare of
the sick who now came under its care, but also of contributing to the success of the troops at
the front, the underlying idea being that healthy, elevating recreation for the men would be of
more use from the moral and morale points of view than trite exhortations. substantial help
was received from the Palmerston North patriotic society in this connection as in others, and
the orchestra subsequently formed, under Capt. D. Kenny, the nucleus of the New Zealand
divisional Pierrot troupe known as the ‘Kiwis’.
Family information continues…
at this time there was no such thing as a ‘conscientious appeal’ against using arms and so
Harold commenced training with rifles, even though he wanted to have a ‘non-combatant
role’ in the army. he did not want to take anyone’s life, as it had been instilled in him at an
early age from his bible teachings which said in 11 - Matthew 26 v 52: “for all who take the
sword shall perish by the sword”.
Harold didn’t want to fight any one especially with a gun so initially he approached two
officers who were unsympathetic, but he finally found a sympathetic officer who helped him.
this officer went to his superiors who let Harold off from armed duties by allowing him to
join the medical corps of his unit where he could be trained to save lives and not take them.
During his time in camp Harold spent some time doing territorial training at the Waverley
racecourse (30 miles south of Hawera), as part of queen Alexandra’s mounted rifle
regiment. while there he had his own horse ‘daisy’ for use when training.
At the end of the day, they would take their horses to drink at a nearby river, daisy was
always in the front. an officer in charge (who had never ridden a horse before) went down to
give his horse a drink. the horse walked further and further out into the water, then
disappeared under the water - needless to say, the officer came up soaked.
After serving in the territorials Harold was called up for overseas service at the age of 20.
on final leave, before going overseas, he married Penelope Margaret Wallis (known as
Maggie) on 26 December 1917: he left for overseas five days later.
He left Wellington, New Zealand as part of the 33rd reinforcements and the 25th Maori
contingent on the troop ship ss Athenic on 31 December 1917.
On the same boat going overseas was another brother from the Brethren church, Arthur
Barke (Tauranga) also Arthur Powell (Cambridge) who was received into fellowship
overseas a year later.
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Above: ‘Athenic’ at Queens wharf Wellington

Nurses on board ‘Athenic’ 1917
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Notes by compiler…
In order to transport troops overseas the New Zealand government chartered a number of
merchant ships and converted them for troop carrying. this was a continual requirement
throughout the war, with 111 charters being made. the dangers experienced by troopships
were highlighted when a British transport was sunk in 1915, with amongst those lost being
ten New Zealand army nurses. once a war has been entered into there is a requirement to get
troops into the field and this is mostly done by sea, certainly in the first world war.

Family information continues…
Their voyage took them across the Pacific and through the Panama Canal. before they
reached the Panama Canal there was a big drop in temperature, which the troops were
enjoying after the tropical heat, but on reaching the canal the Maori contingent were all
running round with overcoats on because of the cold! they sailed up the coast of North
America and came into port in Chesapeake Bay in the state of Virginia: and waited there to
join up with a convoy. In Chesapeake Bay ice formed on the sea and owing to the swell this
was broken up and the edges rubbed - it appeared like plates floating in the water with the
sun shining on them - a beautiful sight!
The week before they arrived in Chesapeake Bay, an ammunition boat had blown up and
flattened forest around the edge of the bay. the troops on Harold’s ship were allowed
shore-leave but were told if they were not back within a set number of hours they would be
shot! They were in port only about 2 days.
The ship departed in convoy to cross the Atlantic. while crossing the Atlantic, they ran into a
very bad storm, which lasted many days: the ship was-battened down to keep the water out.
one man on their ship got quite hysterical, as the boat would climb up the huge waves, duck
through the top of that wave, and then run down the wave. on the run-down this man would
cry out “we’re gone, we’re gone, and she’s going down this time, she can't rise again!”
Finally, Arthur Barke went and spoke to him and told him “he had no need to carry on like
this god has too many on this ship who love him to let it go down, be quiet and take things
quietly because god has things in hand, god has control of the wind and the waves”. this
calmed the man down. at the end of the storm the convoy was all separated.
The destroyer escorting them was 400 miles ahead and another one was 400 miles behind
and the rest were in between.
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NEW ZEALAND MEDICAL CORPS
On arriving in Glasgow 25 February 1918 Harold was transferred to Sling then Ewshot to
Aldershot back to Ewshot then Hornchurch then back again to Ewshot before being posted to
Europe army base at Etaples: a period of nearly 6 months with a short period in hospital at
Aldershot hospital with rubella.
Note: the following map confirms these camps and locations…

Notes by compiler…
In order to support the New Zealand Expeditionary Force (N.Z.E.F.) on the European
continent, an enormous infrastructure of camps, hospitals, depots and offices was developed
across the channel, in England. their locations are indicated by the white boxes on the map
above.
The N.Z.E.F headquarters in London dealt with records, public enquiries, postal matters,
soldiers’ pay and legal issues.
Initially, the Sling camp on Salisbury plain was the only training camp for New Zealand
servicemen in England. this soon began to overflow, so secondary camps were established to
accommodate other units: The New Zealand rifle brigade (N. Z. R. B.) trained at Brocton;
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the New Zealand machine gun corps (N. Z. M. G. C.) was based at Grantham; the artillery
units (N. Z. F. A.) and the medical corps (N. Z. M. C.) both trained at Ewshot; the signallers
were based at Stevenage; and the tunnel experts and engineers, and Maori reinforcements
trained at Christchurch in Dorset.
New Zealand’s sick and wounded soldiers were ferried from France to England on hospital
ships. in the latter part of 1916, the N.Z.E.F set up a number of general hospitals to care for
them: the first was at Brocken Hurst, the second at Walton-on-Thames and the third, at
Codford, looked after men from Sling camp.
Complementing these general hospitals were convalescent hospitals, to which patients were
sent to recover before returning to service. New Zealand soldiers recovering from
wounds or diseases suffered at Gallipoli in 1915 was sent to the Anzac convalescent depot in
Weymouth. From 1916, N.Z.E.F enlisted soldiers were sent to the large New Zealand
convalescent hospital at Hornchurch, while two convalescent homes in Brighton were
reserved for officers and nurses. Codford housed the New Zealand command depot, which
provided rehabilitative training to soldiers not yet fit enough to return to their unit. men
deemed unfit for further service waited at the New Zealand discharge depot in Torquay for
transport back to New Zealand.
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Above: Our soldier had entered Etaples on the 7 August 1918 with the New Zealand
medical Corps and would then spend about one month on the front line as a stretcher
bearer.
FOLLOWING IS AN ACCOUNT OF THE WAR IN PROGRESS BY
THE NZ ARMY DURING THAT PERIOD…

Harold Gershom Thomas joined the 33 Battalion in the field on 9th August and on 26th
August was transferred to New Zealand Medical Corps and joined the No. 2 N.Z. Field
Ambulance. By the time he joined his Unit was near Bapaume.
The 2nd Field Ambulance at first established tents and huts at Cousin, moving later to
Authie Mill, where it became the corps rest station, accommodating 150 patients.
Meanwhile troops were advancing between Rossignol Wood and just in front of Hebuterne
and were engaged in a lot of trench attacks, but casualties were light.
At this time the final German offensive in the Great War was being delivered against the
French bastion (reinforced by United States and British Divisions) at Rheims and it failed.
This battle turned the German advance into a disastrous retreat.
On 8th August, Ludenhorf recorded in his Memoirs, this was a black day for the German
armies, and he realised further offensive operations could not be undertaken by Central
Powers. He advised Peace negotiations, but Hindenberg was still hopeful.
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On the front there were suspicious signs of a German withdrawal - explosions heard on 20th
August in Rossignol Wood indicated the blowing up of dugouts and other unusual
movements in the enemy's lines were observed.
The battle of Bapaume was the first great trial of strength of the rallied British Armies and is
said to have been the most anxious, critical and hard fighting battle in the whole war - this
was through to the 28th August.
No. 2 Field Ambulance at Couin had 1 Officer and 150 Infantry attached as bearers. On 24th
August ambulance bearers moved forward to a cutting in front of the railway line between
Achiet le Petit and Grevillers and from here squads of 4 bearers with wheeled stretchers were
able to work forward along the road. In the afternoon the 2nd Field Ambulance was moved
up to Souastre.
On the 28th August shelling subsided and a strange silence fell upon Bapaume, a glare of
burning dumps could be seen and when our patrols penetrated the town before dawn, they
found it abandoned.
During the period from 21st to 31st August the 2nd Ambulance Unit dealt with over 2500
wounded, with the heaviest being on the 25th when 482 wounded were evacuated.
1st and 2nd September saw stubborn fighting beyond Bapaume, towards Haplincourt. On the
2nd, the German resistance seemed to weaken, fires behind his lines indicated retirement, our
troops pushing on without severe opposition passed through Haplincourt and advanced to
Bertincourt. The M.D.S. opened in the buildings once used by the 29th C.C.S. near
Grevillers and it was found that the huts although somewhat damaged by shell fire, were still
quite serviceable.
Daily the Division made rapid progress, the German rear guards falling back hurriedly on the
Cambrai defenses, till the 8th when increasing resistance on our front made it clear that the
retirement was coming to an end, and approaches to the Hindenberg line were to be held in
force and with determination. On the 8th the A.D.M.S. issued instructions to the field
ambulances to open an A.D.S. at Ytres and a M.D.S. at Barastre, both to be ready for the
reception of wounded at 4 p.m. that day. At the D.R.S. site near Bapaume, close to the old
sugar factory, a quantity of usable material had been abandoned by the Germans in their
retirement: malthoid roofing, wire netting suitable for bunks, a pile of soft woodshavings
with which to fill palliasses, and a variety of stores all of which proved most acceptable to
Lieut. Col Murray and his 2nd Field Ambulance in reconditioning the old site as a D.R.S.
The first assault on the 9th September was south of the village on the road to Gouzeaucourt.
Copious use of gas shells by the enemy had marked the last 2 days of his retirement and on
this day there was very considerable gas bombardment of the forward areas. 36 gassed
patients were tended during the morning, many suffering from the effects of "blue cross" gas,
Dichlor-arsene. The 10th was similar, but with heavy gas bombardment of the forward area.
Half a mile from Metz was a wayside crucifix, here the road was sunken and provided
dugouts for a bearer relay. Further north east of Havrincourt Wood on the road to Trescault,
a quarry 30 feet deep was used as an advanced bearer relay with overland route through the
wood to the Crucifix, just under a mile back.
The 11th was preparation for the second attack. On the 12th there was considerable shell fire
about Metz and the best route of evacuation by cars lay through the ruins of the village. At
the M. D.S. at Barastre, preparations were made to receive a large number of wounded.
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Extra horsed ambulance wagons were provided by the resting division to be employed in
conveying the walking wounded to the entraining point at Bihucourt.
Zero hour was 5.30 a.m. - there was heavy fighting and confused fighting in a complex
trench system followed, accidented by strong bombing attacks by the Jagers. By midday
around 180 wounded had cleared the M.D.S. Horsed ambulance wagons, char-a-banes and
lorries were used to convey the walking wounded to Bihucourt over 7 miles back from
Barastre. Around 8 p.m. there was heavy shelling and also gas and high explosives were
used. 13 NZMCs were gassed later that night, the gas not being detected because of its low
concentration. Most bearers affected were in dugouts 12 feet below road level, but the whole
area was polluted and a 6-hour exposure to the diluted gas had cumulative effects,
compelling evacuation. It had rained most of the day and the humid air increased the
persistence of the poison vapour.
The bomb and bayonet struggle continued on the 13th and 14th, culminating with a fierce
counterattack at night by the Jagers headed by flame throwers, which did not wholly reestablish their line, although we lost some ground.
Relief was at hand and on the 15th, the 5th Division took over our sector. Parties from the
13th and 14th Field Ambulances infiltrated the medical posts and the Division went into rest
after 4 weeks almost continuous fighting.
The victorious campaign of the Allied Armies opened in the last days of September 1918 and
comprised the greatest battles recorded in History. 7 nations in arms contested the western
field with millions of skilled fighters possessed of weapons and engines of destruction which
even at the outset of the Great War were unknown and undreamed of. The objective of this
world clash was the immediate and utter destruction of the field forces of the Germanic
League.
The final campaign opened on 26th September in the Argonne, west of the Meuse. On the
27th Haig' s First and Third Armies broke through the Hindenberg line on the Canal du Nord
at Moeuvres. On the 28th the battle line included Gouzeaucourt; 10,000 prisoners and 200
guns had been taken. On the 29th the whole British front from St Quentin to the Sensee was
ablaze. In Flanders the King of the Belgians was leading his Armies up the road to
Passchendaele and directing Plummer's Second Army towards Messines, Ploegsteert Wood
and Annentieres. Everywhere on the Allied fronts from Baghdad to Dixmude the Entente
forces were advancing. By the 1st October New Zealand mach.me gunners were entering
Damascus, the Serbian Army was on the Danube banks, the Hindenberg line was broken;
While at Spa, in the Ardennes, Ludendorf was solemnly announcing to his War Lord that the
end had come and that Germany must sue for peace - and that instantly.
The D.R. S. near the old sugar factory about a mile from Bapaume Station on the Cambrai
road was the site of the 2nd Field Ambulance. It had been reconstructed providing good
accommodation for 150 patients in huts and tents protected by low walls against aeroplane
bombs. Large cellars in the sugar factory were available and occasionally were required as
there was some shelling by long range naval guns in the vicinity, fortunately without
casualties to the patients or personnel. On the 27th the A.D.M·.S. inspected the 2nd Field
Ambulance in marching order and the advance parties of No. 2 and No. 3 Field Ambulances
were on the move.
The 28th saw the 2nd Field Ambulance moving to Ytres. That evening further orders were
issued for No. 2 Field Ambulance to take over the main dressing station at Ruyaulcourt.
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Here they used some Nissen huts and farm buildings. The 29th was a successful day with
much ground being gained. On the 30th at the M.D.S. over 200 wounded passed through - it
seemed a quiet day.
On 1st October the 1st and 2nd Brigades were pushing on in their attempt to cross the Canal
and passed the water ways by bridges at Les Rues Vertes, emerging from the village of
Masnieres, making for the northern outskirts of Crevecoeur. Rumilly to the north was still in
German hands and met with stubborn resistance and considerable losses. Heavy fighting
brought a large wave of wounded, there was no protection in the farm buildings, which were
in ·clear view of Germans occupying higher ground above Crevecoeur a mile and half
eastward. By 6 p.m. 33 stretcher cases and 63 walking wounded had cleared the M.D.S. and
by 10 p.m. a further stretcher cases with 90 sitting.
At 10 p.m. Rumilly was reported occupied by the 3rd Division. On receipt of this
information the A.D.M.S. issued instructions for the M.D.S. to move forward to Ribecourt.
It had been a day of hard fighting, with over 1000 prisoners taken. The M.D.S. opened at the
southern end of Ribecourt village in farm buildings that had been battered by shell fire.
Up to the 5th no further move was made and the number of wounded collected was well
under 50 a day. On the 5th signs of a German withdrawal were clearly seen. On the 8th the
Third and Fourth Armies were resuming the attack, with the object of exploiting their
penetration of the Hindenberg defenses. Night passed quietly, with only 17 wounded
admitted to the M.D.S. However, by 10 a.m. the M.D.S. was fully occupied, stretcher cases
coming in, in rapid succession and by afternoon the flow of wounded had reached highwater
mark - over 250 had cane in since 6 a.m. Wounded on stretchers were accommodated in the
farmyard, the afternoon being bright, sunny and warm and an ample supply of blankets were
available, and all appeared comfortable and they were well supplied with hot cocoa and such
food as they cared to eat.
Especially happy and patient were the German wounded. A burly Saxon who lay contentedly
on his stretcher, ravenously munching a large chunk of bread and butter and drinking with
gratitude a mug of cocoa, was jocularly asked by one of our medical officers to sing a hymn
of hate while he was inspecting the injury - a flesh wound of one thigh. "Give us a Gott
Straafe Fritzy," said the major. "Nein! nein!" beamed the Saxon through his wide hornrimmed glasses, "a Gott Straafe vil I not gif, " and went on to explain that he was a Saxon of
the blue eye and fair hair, that Saxons and Anglo-Saxons were Cousins, war was a cruel
business in which only the capitalist thrived while the worker suffered and died to save the
plutocrat. Happily, wounded and away from the hunger and misery of it all the Saxon
soldier in a torrent of broken English expressed his gratitude and proclaimed aloud the
universal brotherhood of man.
At the M.D.S work continued through the night, the dressing tables were just able to keep
pace with the evacuations and at 11 p.m. there were still 60 stretcher cases in the yard
waiting attention, many of these were German wounded. The station was not wholly clear
until 6 a.m. the following morning. In the 24 hours ending at 10 a.m. on the 9th, the M.D.S.
evacuated 843 wounded, of which 50 per cent were stretcher cases.
We had now definitely smashed through the Hindenberg line and the whole Division was
across the canals and the Masmeres line; in front lay open country towards Le Cateau, where
the Germans were hurriedly withdrawing through wooded lands untouched by war. In these
past 10 days of fighting some 7 miles of trenched positions were passed and a total casualty
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list of under 2000 killed, missing or wounded – actually the M.D.S evacuated 1399 wounded
of the NZ division in this time.
On the 9th the M.D.S. moved and took over a large farm at Le Grand Pont hamlet half a mile
west of Esnes. The buildings were undamaged by shell fire and gave warm billets for the
ambulance personnel in the outhouses and barns; buns with fine wood shavings used by the
German troops provided beds, a luxury unknown for many days past. A party of 8
unwounded Germans found hiding in the barn, were attached to the field ambulance for
general duties.
The following 2 days the advance continued until Briastre and the crossings of the Selle were
reached, where a halt was imposed by stern Jagers. A formal attack was necessary to force
the stoutly held positions on the 12th. The M.D.S. moved to a site at Longsart in the small
cluster of farm buildings, providing only limited accommodation.
On the 13th the M.D.S. moved into Beauvois to a large building, which was a school and had
been used as a hospital for lightly wounded and sick by the German Medical Corps.
The passage of the Selle River was not yet completed – the line of the Sambre and Oise
Canal to the south of the Selle was forced on the 19th and on the 20th the Third Army
attacked the crossing of the Selle north of Le Cateau and advanced positions to a mile east of
Solesmes.
Sir Douglas Haig of the NZ division was determined to strike the badly demoralized and
diminished German armies a blow to compel them to lay down their arms before winter
came. His goal was the line Valenciennes-Mormal Forest on the 23rd.
The 2nd field Ambulance was now marching in heavy rain to Solesmes, where they opened
an A.D.S at the Brasserie L’Abbaye – a fine roomy building with good cellars that were well
lit and ventilated and capable of accommodating 100 stretcher cases. The bearer relay post
occupied a farm at the southern boundary of Vertignuel. There was considerable shelling
during the day and a high percentage of gas casualties.
The following days till the end of the month were occupied in semi-trench warfare. By the
27th the New Zealand outposts had crossed the vital railway to Valenciennes. Valenciennes
was entered on 1st November. As yet there were no signs of German retirement in front of
the Third and Fourth Armies between the Scheldt and the Sambre – too much valuable war
material was lying behind the German front, now on the point of withdrawing to the
Antwerp-Meuse position. The war materials they were attempting to salvage was above all,
80,000 German wounded in feld lazarettes and forward hospitals and must be removed to
satefy. Marshal von Hindenberg said the wounded could not be left behind for the honour of
the German Armies.
The NZ Division was to capture Le Quesnoy, clear part of the Mormal Forest and advance
beyond it on the road to Bavais and mons. On 3rd November, Le Quesnoy was completely
enveloped and on the 4th it was taken over, the following day the northern fringe of Mormal
Forest and by evening emerged a few miles east of Bavais.
The last battle had been extraordinarily successful, the Division advancing 7 miles in 2 days,
capturing a fortress and several villages, taken over 2000 prisoners and many guns and our
losses being very light in proportion to the gains achieved. The 2 nd Field Ambulance
continued to function as an M.D.S. till the 6th. By midday all New Zealand wounded were
clear of the 2nd Field Ambulance, only some German wounded in charge of their own
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medical officers and orderlies remained- these were the last wounded to be admitted and
discharged from a New Zealand Field Ambulance.
M. Poincare visited Le Quesnoy on Sunday the 10th November, when troops including Field
Ambulance paraded in the Grande Place and there was martial music and much rejoicing in
the old town and still greater rejoicings on the morrow; for the end of the Great War had
come and so the five year battle of the British Armies ended where it began - at Mons.
Peace time duties of the field ambulances were not very arduous, with attention to the sick of
their brigades and evacuation of the more serious cases to the casualty clearing stations in
cologne.
Demobilization and the handing in of equipment and transport monopolized much of the
attention of the ambulance commanders. Step by step with the reduction in strength of the
division, the medical units were demobilised in turn, the No.3 field Ambulance being the
first to close on 4th February and No.2 Field Ambulance just a month later.

Above: Movements of the New Zealand division in France from August 1918

Family information continues…with mixed messages…?
When they arrived in France, the Germans were on the retreat, although there was a lot of
action and fighting.
Harold’s first experience of gun fire was when he was one of four stretcher bearers who
went out to pick up the wounded. they had to cross an open field and when they got partway
across the Germans started shelling it. the other 3 dropped the stretcher and ran across the
field, but Harold dived into the nearest shell hole. the Germans continued shelling that field
for another half hour. shells landed all around him. when the shelling stopped, he got up and
ran.
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Another time he was stretcher bearing when he found a man who had been hit with a shell
and his brains were hanging out. He put them back in, bandaged his head and they carried
him in. within three days this man was up and walking around, Harold saw him and asked
him if he had a headache or any other problems. “no, he felt fine” was the reply. Harold told
the man what had happened and of course the man was very surprised. he was eventually
repatriated to Ashurst, New Zealand and became a church minister.

Above: New Zealand troops unloading at a French port in 1918 1

One time Harold had been working day and night for a long period doing stretcher bearing.
when he came out of the lines for a rest, he was so exhausted he slept for 36 hours.
another time while stretcher-bearing they had to carry a wounded man up a big ridge and
every so often had to stop and have a rest. every time they stopped and put him down, the
man complained. when they reached the top, they stopped for another rest and the man
started to complain again. one of the stretcher bearers told him if he complained again, they
would put him in a shell hole and cover him up. they never heard another word from him!

1Jan

1918 edition of "war pictorial" magazine
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after a long stretch of heavy stretcher-bearing, Harold came out of the line and sat down
behind a mound of dirt to eat a much-needed tin of McConachie’s (herrings) 2 when a shell
came over and landed in a mound of dirt beside his tin of herrings but didn’t hit him.
many, many times Harold proved god’s mercy. one incident was during heavy
shelling. when it was over Harold was buried in dirt up to his waist. he carried the stretcher
in on his own.
at one stage he had a German pow stretcher-bearing with him for about a week. he had no
trouble with him at all, and then the German pow was sent back to prison camp.
while he was stretcher-bearing, he met Charles Brewer (Palmerston north) who was in the
field hospital. Charles later married Rene Wallis, a niece of Maggie.
As a stretcher-bearer, Harold had to give immediate treatment to wounded soldiers on the
field and then carry them into the field hospital.
He saw a lot of Tom Parsons (from Gisborne, then later moved to Adelaide) who also did
stretcher-bearing. he had great respect for Tom because he was a fearless man who would
offer to go out onto the battlefield to pick up wounded. During a really bad stretch of hot
fighting, Tom went out several times with a stretcher and was the only one to bring it back.
One time the officer called for volunteers to go out. Tom offered to go yet again. One man
who had been a persecutor was trying to hide at the back of the tent for fear, and the officer
saw him and called him out, but Tom said "I will go. I am not afraid to die. he hasn't got
peace with his god." the officer wouldn't allow Tom to go. The other man went out and never
came back.
Tom used to walk out in the face of heavy fire and never take cover, but he said to the
brothers one day "I've come to it that I've been tempting god." after that he always took
cover when the shells came over. They got to know by the whine of the shell whether it was
coming straight for them or not.
A lot of the action was in very muddy and difficult conditions. the troops dug trenches and
fought each other from these. A lot of the cruel mustard gas was used by the Germans. The
Germans would let this off when the wind was right.
They suffered dreadful burns, but sometimes the wind changed, and the Germans got their
own treatment back. in France there were a lot of sunken roads and the stretcher bearers
were able to use these without being seen by the enemy.

kippered herring "McConachie’s" scotch brand, v can i .-.15ev large green span. olives "queen
brand. qt. 39 "hatchet" asparagus tips square cans.
2
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FOLLOWING PHOTO’S OF NUMBER TWO FIELD AMBULANCE IN (SOMME’S, FRANCE)
WHERE HAROLD SPENT SOME TIME IN 1918….

Above: NZ 2nd field ambulance hospital interior during an offensive, taken during world war one 3

3 part of: royal New Zealand returned and services' association: New Zealand official negatives,
world war 1914- 1918 / by Henry Armytage Sanders. photographer's title on negative - bottom left:
h1261: quantity: 1 b and w original negative(s). physical description: dry plate glass negative 6.5 x 8.5
inches
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Above: A team of the 2nd field ambulance inside a makeshift hospital during world war one 4

Above: Members of the 2nd NZ field ambulance, injecting gum infusion into a patient. Taken during world
war one 5

4 photograph taken between 1917 and 1918 in France by Henry Armitage sanders. photographer's
title on negative - bottom right: h1258 - : quantity: 1 b&w original negative(s). physical description:
dry plate glass negative 6.5 x 8.5 inches
5

by Henry Armitage Sanders. photographer's title on negative - : h1248 - : quantity: 1 b&w original
negative(s).
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Family information continues…with mixed messages…?
In France there was often not enough food to go round all the troops. the last ones would
miss out. Arthur Powell characteristically waited till the last. on several occasions Harold
picked up his pannikin and took it up and told the officer in charge it was for Arthur, as he
had not eaten for two days.
When in France and stretcher-bearing in the lines, their diet was very plain. they mostly
lived on bully-beef (meat in jelly) and stew and tasteless ration biscuits. they had dark,
strong tea with condensed milk. at one place where Harold was serving on the lines, it was
his job to take the water cart down to the canal to collect water for drinking. the water was
stagnant and putrid, so they added lime and left it to settle, and then they used it to make
their tea.
Sometimes the men were given a tot of rum in their cup of tea and this helped to warm them
up.
Often ten to twelve men slept in the same tent. One particular man at night would go over
what had happened during the day with the others in the tent. one time he spoke of another
man who was working in the officers’ mess. they were having wine with their meal and it
was his job to pour the wine into the officer's glasses, but he left a little wine in the bottom of
each bottle and took it out the back and consumed it himself afterwards.
Harold also met Malcolm Dartnall (from springs ton, near Christchurch) while in France.
When in France, Harold wanted to buy a mug and thought he'd try out his French on the
shopkeeper, but the only French words he knew were for “enamel” and “cup”. the French
woman led him on for some time and finally she spoke in English “do you want a mug?”
after he had been in France a while the war ended and the whole unit commenced marching
towards Germany. they marched about 30 miles on foot each day with full packs. they
marched through France and then onto Belgium. one night they stopped in Belgium for the
night. they came to a village where the poor inhabitants were in distress, as the Germans
had thrown all their bedding down a well. the soldiers helped them get the wet bedding out
of the well, to the chorus of “the wicked Bosch!” the civilians kept telling them how bad the
“Bosch” was. Arthur Powell told them “all men are bad at heart.” they said “no, no, not
Anglo (English), not the French!”
Further on in Liege in Belgium it was arranged for the soldiers to camp in a public hall for
the night. the residents, however, came and invited them all to stay in their homes for the
night. Harold and Arthur Powel decided they were going to sleep in the hall. the others had
all gone. however, an old Belgium woman begged them to come and stay with her as she
didn’t have anyone. her husband had been taken away by the Germans to work. she gave
them their double feather bed to sleep in. They sat down and she talked to them that night,
then she asked them “are you Catholics?” they said “no they weren’t Catholics, they were
Christians.” she said “you mean you don’t believe in god or in Jesus Christ of the holy
spirit.” they said “yes we certainly do believe in that.” she said “well you are Catholics!” in
that area you are either a Catholic or an Infidel.
Further on Harold got the flu and was sent to hospital. he was in hospital in Belgium. By
Christmas he had almost recovered and was able to help a little. The hospital was run by
some English nursing sisters. the sister-in-charge of the ward was of noble birth and as a
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war effort she had taken on nursing the soldiers. the matron in charge was also a woman
and had the rank of a major. The Matron would come around with the doctors and inspect
the patients each day.
It was coming up to Christmas and the sister-in-charge of the ward asked Harold to help her
gather mistletoe, which they hung in a great lump in the middle of the ward as part of the
Christmas decorations. one of the patients was an airman and a real personality. The sisterin-charge of the ward had a bet with this patient for £10 that he would not kiss the Matron
under the mistletoe! The Matron was a real old hag, who you wouldn’t want to kiss anyway!
on Christmas morning the matron commenced her rounds – those patients who were fit
enough had to stand at the bed ends while she did her rounds. just as the Matron got under
the mistletoe the airman dived forward and gave her a great big kiss and said, “you’re mine,
you’re mine!”
The Sergeant was supposed to arrest the airman, which he did, but he had still not recovered
so was left in the ward as a patient under arrest. he was then court-martialled before the
officer in charge. The OC asked him if he had anything to explain. he said “well sir, it was
Christmas and everybody in the ward seemed so down that i felt the best way to brighten
things up was to kiss the matron.” the OC says, “well it is very serious, it is not respecting
her rank and you will have to be confined to barracks for the remainder of your time here
without pay.” this really amounted to very little, because in two days he was gone. the sister
came forward and paid the airman her £10 and said, “it was worth every bit of it!”
Harold was transferred back to England to Hornchurch camp (at Romford, part of
Redbridge) where he worked in the hospital there.
He was able to visit Mr Fred, Jack and Maurice Frost. These 3 had a foundry in Romford.
Mr Fred Frost came to New Zealand ministering in the 1940’s.
Maurice Frost Jnr worked on Harold’s farm at Aurora about 1930. There was also a
Fentiman family (a large young family in poor circumstances, so the army brothers took
their rations when they went there). they were always made very welcome in these homes.
Harold and Arthur Barke regularly preached outside Aldershot camp. Some of the men
didn’t like it – they said it was giving the camp a bad name. One day Arthur Barke stepped
out and was preaching. The men who were going to stop the preaching had their sods of dirt
alongside the water trough ready for dipping and throwing at the preacher. On this
particular day, the OC of the camp came around the corner and stood there all the time they
preached. After a while the men just disappeared, and they had no more trouble in the
future. Arthur Barke said, “the devil always out-does him-self”.
Notes by compiler…
Forty New Zealand nurses worked in the 1000-bed hospital at Wisques. The work was tough
and constant: three hours off a day and a half-day's leave once every 10 days – unless there
was a rush of wounded, and then all leave would be cancelled. this was one of the hospitals
that treated New Zealanders wounded in Passchendaele during October 1917.
The New Zealand army nursing service had been set up in 1915, largely at the urging of
Hester Maclean (1863–1932). she had been made matron-in-chief of a proposed military
nursing reserve in 1911, but she wanted New Zealand soldiers injured overseas to be
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nursed by New Zealanders. as head of the army nursing service from 1915, she selected and
equipped all army nurses. the first group of 50 sailed to Egypt in April 1915 with MacLean
as escort. they later went to England, with 35–40 crossing to France in 1916 and Belgium the
following year.

Above: New Zealand army nurses and medical officers pose in front of the carved gateway of the New
Zealand stationary hospital at Wisques, France.
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Above: Engineers within the New Zealand supply column repairing a vehicle on the western front
during the first world war. The royal New Zealand engineers and mechanical engineers, the New
Zealand medical corps and the Royal New Zealand nursing corps all formed part of the corps and
services of the New Zealand expeditionary force.

Above: This photograph shows British and Belgian wounded at a dressing station at Dadizele, east of
Zonnebeke, Belgium, on 15 October 1918, during the final allied offensive.
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Previous photo shows narrow-gauge light railways were often used to evacuate wounded
soldiers from battlefield dressing stations to a casualty clearing station (ccs) further behind
the lines. from the ccs they might then travel to a stationary or general hospital in an
ambulance train on a broad-gauge line.
During the disastrous battle of Passchendaele in October 1917 the 5th (new Zealand) light
railway operating company evacuated more than 3000 wounded in a single night; The
company later received letters of appreciation stating that ‘the lives of a great number of men
had been saved by the light railway’.
NEW ZEALAND’S HOSPITAL SHIPS
The Maheno and Marama were the poster ships of New Zealand’s first world war effort.
until 1915 these steamers had carried passengers across the Tasman for the union steam ship
company, but as casualties mounted at Gallipoli, the government pressed them into service
as hospital ships.
With the encouragement of the governor, Lord Liverpool, a massive public fundraising effort
helped ensure the ships were fitted out in good time and to the highest standards. officially
known as his majesty's New Zealand hospital ship (H. M. N. Z. H. S) no. 1 and no. 2, these
state-of-the-art floating hospitals were crewed by a mixture of civilian seafarers and army
medical staff, including nurses.
During the Gallipoli campaign the Maheno carried thousands of wounded soldiers from
Anzac cove to the nearby Greek islands of Lemnos and Imbros. The Marama entered service
just after the allied evacuation from Gallipoli. for the rest of the war - apart from a series of
frantic dashes across the English Channel during the battle of the Somme - both ships were
tasked with carrying the seriously wounded from the western front on the long haul back to
New Zealand.
By the war’s end these distinctively marked ‘white ships’ had transported 47,000 patients.6

6 'hospital ships', url: http://www.nzhistory.net.nz/war/first-world-war-hospital-ships, (ministry for
culture and heritage), updated 19-aug-2014
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Family information continues…with mixed messages…?
On his leave, Harold went to Ireland to visit his aunty. Her husband worked as a gardener
on a wealthy estate in Belfast. He was showing them around the grounds, and they came
upon a rose which was something special and the owners were waiting for it to come out.
The gardener picked this rose and gave it to uncle, who put it in his hat to hide it. as they
went on round the grounds the carriage of the owners came in the gate with a carriage full
of ladies. As the carriage drew nearer, Harold who was in uniform, saluted, but as he did the
rose fell out to the roars of laughter from the ladies in the carriage!
Another day his cousin was showing him round and a flower girl tried to sell him violets. he
declined and she kept following them for some time and saying, “may goodness and mercy
follow you all the days of your life”. When Harold finally got sick of her following them, he
turned around and told her he didn't want them. the flower girl then said, “may they never
over-take you!”
When he was in Ireland it was only shortly after the Sinn Fein rebellion. During this
rebellion, Australian sharpshooters were up on buildings to stop the looting. Harold was
mistaken for an Australian and the thugs were about to stone him, but his cousin turned and
told them he was not an Australian, but a New Zealander and they took off.
The Australians wore their lemon squeezer hats turned up on one side, but the new
Zealanders did not bother to turn them up. They also visited a castle with the wishing chair
and the blarney stone!
Harold also had the privilege while in Belfast in January 1919 of getting to meetings with
Mr Taylor snr.
While in London area before returning home, he looked up lady Knockel (an aunty of
Harold’s father), who had a stone-cutting business in London. Harold’s father, Henry had
worked for lady Knockel before immigrating to New Zealand.
Lady Knockel made quite a fuss of Harold, but he had to play against her at croquet.
Harold had to put 10 shillings ($1.00) down and he lost it to her. However, when he left from
staying with her, she gave him £2 ($4.00).
The war had ended in October 1918, but Harold didn't return to New Zealand for 9 months.
He sailed home on the Ruapehu and finally arrived and disembarked in wellington on 27
July 1919.
Arthur Powell and Harold both went away on the same ship and returned together. They
spent a lot of time together during active service, sharing a tent and blankets.
Harold often spoke of how god was good to him and had preserved him during his time
away. When W.W. 2. came and there was a possibility of his son being called up, Harold
didn't want him to go to war if possible. Harold said, “war is a terrible thing”.
Back home in New Plymouth, when the armistice was signed at the end of the war, everyone
was almost beside themselves with joy. Henry (Harold’s father) went to town blowing a
whistle and said, “Harold is still alive, and the war is over!” it wasn't long after this when
the black plague (Spanish flu) arrived, and this brought everyone back to reality.
Note: Harold’s father, Henry, was living in New Zealand…
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PHOTO’S FROM FAMILY ALBUM
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Postcard from Brussels, Belgium
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THE ANGELS OF MONS
BY CAPTAIN C.W. HAYWARD

The first of these visions was near the town of Mons, during the battle of that name between
the German forces and the British Army, towards the end of August 1914. The German
Army, after sweeping all resistance aside, had advanced on a wide front right into the heart
of Belgium and France. Although the Belgians, French and British put up. a stout defence, it
was principally against the British that the heaviest enemy attacks were launched. Our
troops, greatly outnumbered, had been fighting continuously for several days, with little or
no rest and our men were almost dropping from fatigue after a prolonged rearguard action
during which we had lost numbers of men and guns. Serious defeat appeared inevitable,
especially as we had practically no reserves ready. It was realized that a "Day of Trouble”
had arrived, and that God alone could help us. Churches were crowded with the whole of the
British Nation at prayer.
Then occurred ·the event afterwards known as the appearance of the Angels of Mons," in
answer to National Prayer. Of several accounts referring to the appearance of "Angels," the
following two are typical, both having been related by British soldiers who vouched for the
occurrences as having been· observed by them personally.
While a detachment of British soldiers was retiring through Mons under very heavy German
artillery and machinegun fire in August 1914, they knelt behind a hastily erected barricade
and endeavoured to hold up the enemy advance. The firing on both sides was very intensive,
and the air reverberated with deafening crashes of exploding shells.
Suddenly, firing on both sides stopped dead and a silence fell. Looking over their barrier,
the astonished British saw four or five wonderful beings much bigger than men, between
themselves and the halted Germans. They were white-robed and bareheaded, and seemed
rather to float than stand. Their backs were towards the British, and they faced the enemy
with outstretched arm and hand, as if to say: "Stop. Thus far and no further." The sun was
shining quite brightly at the time. Next thing the British knew was the Germans were
retreating in great disorder.
On another occasion, the British were in danger of being surrounded by the Germans and had
lost numbers of guns and men. Just when matters seemed hopeless, the heavy enemy fire
suddenly stopped dead and a great silence fell overall.
The sky opened with a bright shining light and figures of "luminous beings” appeared. They
seemed to float between the British and the German forces, and to prevent the further
advance of the enemy. Some of the German cavalry were advancing and the officers and
men were unable to get their horses to go forward.
Before the surprised British were able to realize what had happened, the whole of the
apparently victorious enemy force were retreating in great disorder. This allowed the British
and Allied Armies to re-form and fall back upon a line of defence several miles further west,
where they “dug in." Then began the period of "trench warfare” which continued for over
three years, with varying fortunes to either side until the Spring of 1918.
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Shortly afterwards they were followed by British troops, whose flank had been turned, and
who were retiring in good order, keeping up a stiff rear-guard action as they went. In Britain
everyone was asking: "Would the Germans get through to Paris?" ''Would the Americans
arrive in time to check their advance?" “Will the English ports be shelled shortly by German
big guns from the coast of France?"
But then we remembered ·the "Angels of Mons" and once again the whole British Nation
was called to prayer. The President of the United States summoned the American people to
do likewise; and united prayer went up from all the English-speaking peoples.
In the meantime, the enemy shell fire, which had been largely directed against the shattered
town of Bethune, suddenly lifted and began to burst on a slight rise beyond its outskirts.
This open ground was absolutely bare of trees, houses or human beings, yet the enemy gun
fire broke on it with increasing fury and was augmented by heavy bursts of massed machine
guns which raked it backward and forward with a hail of lead. We stood looking in
astonishment.
"Fritz has gone balmy, Sir," said the Sergeant; "what in the world is he peppering that naked
ground for?”
"I can't think," I replied. "Get along down to the canal and see what is happening there."
I followed him shortly afterwards, being eager to see for myself, as there were obviously no
troops within sight against whom the Germans could be directing their fire.
As I made my way over the scattered debris of ruined houses, the enemy's fire suddenly
ceased, and a curious calm fell on everything. I went on, wonderingly, and got outside the
town. Then a lark suddenly arose from the remains of a meadow, and soared up, up, up,
singing a trilling song which rings on my inward ear today, when I think of it.
I saw my Sergeant and men standing on the edge of a shell hole waving their tin hats. They
shouted out: "Fritz is retiring!"
Indeed, he was. Outlined on the slight rise by the La Bassee village, and as far as we could
see, was a dense line of German troops, who a short time before had commenced a forward
movement to victory, in mass formation. This line suddenly halted, and, as we watched, we
saw it break!
Before our astonished eyes, that well-drilled and seemingly victorious army broke up into
groups of frightened men who were fleeing from us, throwing down their arms, haversacks,
rifles, coats and anything which might impede their flight.
It was not long before my Sergeant arrived with two German officer prisoners, and he was
soon followed by Tommies bringing in batches of twenty or so at a time. Briefly, the
statement the senior German officer made was as follows: The order had been given to
advance in mass formation, and our troops were marching behind us singing their way to
victory.
THE WHITE CAVALRY

The following account of what occurred between the months of April and August 1918, I can
personally vouch for as being true; as far as that area of the front-line trenches is concerned,
lying roughly between the town of Bailleul, some fifteen miles south of Ypres, and the town
of Arras, some fifteen miles south oi Bethune, in La Bassee (France).
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I was responsible for the intelligence on this sector of the battle area, and therefore made my
headquarters in the bright little town of Bethune; as it was a very good strategical position
and had also remained practically untouched by enemy shell fire, although it was barely
three miles from the trenches just across the La Bassee Canal.
It was an anxious time for Great Britain. The British troops had been in the· trenches fighting
for weeks without rest or relief, owing to the fact that reserves were practically exhausted.
It was at this juncture that Portugal came in on our side and raised a conscripted Army which
landed in France early in March 1918. Towards the end of that month, I was instructed by
Headquarters that a Portuguese force would be passing through Bethune shortly in order to
take over a sector of the front line trenches just in front of Bethune, so as to relieve the
British who had been holding it for so long.
It was evident that the enemy was about to intensify this offensive shortly, with a greater
concentration of men and heavy guns. On our side, especially between March and June, our
troops had been greatly reduced in numbers by heavy casualties in the prolonged fighting
during these months, and our reserves were practically exhausted.
Although by the middle of May the United States of America had decided to join Great
Britain and her Allies, their troops were still being formed, though the first contingent was
on its way across the Atlantic. Later on, they came over at the rate of 50,000 weekly; but
these reinforcements were not available for the front line much before the middle of June,
according as they were dispatched to the various sectors.
As things stood, owing to vigorous enemy action against the Allied lines to the north of
Bethune, the line from La Bassee to Lens and Arras was left in a "pocket" which was liable
to be "hemmed in" at any moment, with all the troops, ammunition, arms and equipment it
contained.
It was highly improbable that the Portuguese troops, who had by now taken over the La
Bassee trenches in front of Bethune, would make much difference to the enemy's plans.
Indeed, they did not, for though there had been a temporary lull in the roar of gun fire, it
broke out again shortly afterwards with intensified fury. So tremendous was the
reverberating crash of concentrated shell and high explosive fire, that it literally shook the
ground and dazed u, though we were nearly three miles behind the front line.
It fell with a dense hail of shrapnel and lead on the unfortunate Portuguese, practically
blotting them out wholesale, and thus causing a gap in our front line, through which the
enemy began to pour in mass formation. The few Portuguese left came staggering through
Bethune, having thrown away their arms and equipment in their mad desire to get away from
the hell behind them as quickly as possible.
"Herr Kapitan, just look at that open ground behind Bethune, there is a brigade of cavalry
coming up through the smoke drifting across it. They must be mad, these English, to
advance against such a force as ours in the open. I suppose they must be cavalry of one of
their Colonial forces, for see, they are all in white uniform and mounted on white horses."
“Strange,” I said. “I never heard of the English having any white uniformed cavalry, whether
Colonial or not. They have been fighting on foot for several years past, and anyway, they
wear khaki, not white.”
“Well, they are plain enough,” he replied. “See, our guns have got their range now; they will
be blown to pieces in no time.”
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We saw the shells bursting amongst the horses and their riders, all of whom came forward at
a quiet walk trot, in parade ground formation, each man and horse in his exact place.
Shortly afterwards, our machine guns opened a heavy fire, raking the advancing cavalry with
a dense hail of lead. But they came quietly forward though the shells were bursting amongst
them with intensified fury, and not a single man or horse fell.
Steadily they advanced, clear in the shining sunlight, and a few paces in front of them rode
their Leader – a fine figure of a man, whose hair, like spun gold, shone in an aura round his
bare head. By his side was a great sword, but his hands lay quietly holding his horse’s reins,
as his huge charger bore him proudly forward.
In spite of the heavy shell, and concentrated machine gun fire, the White cavalry advanced,
remorseless as fate, like the incoming tide surging over a sandy beach. Then a great fear fell
on me, and I turned to flee; yes, I, an officer of the Prussian Guard, fled, panic-stricken and
around me hundreds of terrified men, whimpering like children, throwing away their arms
and accoutrements in order not to have their movements impeded…all running. Their
intense desire was to get away from that advancing White Cavalry; but most of all from their
awe-inspiring leader.
That is all I have to tell you. We are beaten. The German Army is broken. There may be
fighting, but we have lost the war. We are beaten – by the white Cavalry…I cannot
understand.”
During the following few days, I examined many prisoners, and in substance, their accounts
tallied with the one given here. This in spite of the fact that at least two of us could swear
that we saw no cavalry in action, here or elsewhere, at that particular time. Neither did any
of us see so much as a single white horse either with or without a rider. But it was not
necessary for us to do so, evidence of their presence had come from the enemy.
Shortly after this, the American forces came into action on the whole front, and about the
second week in July there was a general advance which resulted in the capture of over 4,000
enemy and 100 guns on the sector between Bethune and Ypres during the ensuing weeks.
It is interesting to note that official reports give July 11th as the date of the Allied advance,
for by November 11th, 1918, at 11 am the war had ended, and an Armistice was declared.
Between those dates the British and Allied forces captured 385,000 prisoners and over 5,000
guns.
In her booklet "The White Comrade" (published in 1915) Miss Phyllis Campbell - who had
nursed the wounded after the Retreat from Mons - quotes the testimony of an Army chaplain
who had just returned home after two month's ministerial work at the Front. He had several
opportunities of investigating the story of the "vision"· at Mons. The evidence, he says,
though not always direct, was remarkably cumulative, and came through channels which
were entitled to respect. Supernatural angel forms had, he believed, been seen. He was
reminded of the Biblical prophecies that at the time of a great crisis on the earth "great signs
shall there be from Heaven".
A lady, whose name and address he holds, while nursing in a convalescent hospital, was told
by a patient that at a critical period in the retreat from Mons they saw an angel with
outstretched wings, like a luminous cloud, between the advancing Germans and themselves.
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And at that moment the onslaught of the Germans slackened. Unable to credit the story, she
was discussing it later with a group of officers, when a colonel looked up and said: "Young
lady, the thing happened. You need not be incredulous. I saw it myself."
From a separate source, she tells of a hospital nurse who had been attending to a wounded
British soldier. She asked him "Do you believe in God?" He answered, "I do now, but I used
not to. But since the battle of Mons my ·opinions have changed.'' Proceeding, he said:
“We had a terrible time, and at last a company of us were hemmed into a large chalk pit.
Suddenly I looked up and encircling the top of the pit was a ring of shining Angels. As the
German cavalry rushed up, the horses saw them, and there was a general stampede. Our
lives were saved, and the Germans were put to confusion".
Seven soldiers, including officers, saw the Angels. The soldiers gave their names and
addresses, and the nurse wrote and had the story authenticated, one officer writing, "It's all
perfectly true".
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